A BOOK OF A H!
It is said:
When Buddha wakes
Buddha says:

A H
Buddha wakes in the time B. C. Before Concepts
Buddha says: 
"Be 'n See."

No one knows which comes first.
Take a Buddha walk

All the wind

All the cloud

All the raindrop

All the ground
First word. Middle word. Last word.
WAITING FOR

AH
-Ah Hah-

Buddha You Buddha Me

- AH HAH
Breathe in
AH
Breathe out
AH
The temple bell
across the river
The ups and downs
of the roller coaster life
Two AHSs embracing
Spring springing
Summer summering
Fall Falling
Winter wintering
AH chinp
All-the stars
What is the sound of the heart breaking?
Drop the I
for the
AH
Baby in Hand:

Ah-Some
AH LLELUIAH
Falling asleep

he

Ah's
OCTOBER VIEWS
STANDING

SITTING

LYING DOWN

AHHHHHHHHH
May I see your Ah?
This "AH" eats that "AH"
To make another "AH"

[Image of a grey spiral pattern]
No one knows how she behaves like me.

All does.
SWALLOWED UP IN
Slicing onions for the stew

AH
It's raining. Ah
THE OCEAN OF AHH
WASH YOUR EYES OUT

BE! SEE!
NOW

AH

LAY

ME

down

to

SLEEP
LYING FLAT ON THE GRASS
So many grains of sand
So many ways to
AH

thank

YOU
HAVE YOU SEEN THE SKY?
Think

No:think

A\h

=
Sit still
and
have
on

All-maculate
correction